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tries (as it is in Germany and France), and hence the English "expert" is called and paid by one of the parties. This usualK necessitates the calling of other "experts" by the other side, and we see the awkward spectacle of two sets of interpreters explaining the meaning of the same set of facts in different ways. Much of this disagreement is natural and inevitable, by the most honest* men, as witness the very common disagreement among the members of the same supreme bench, state or national, all being presumably equally competent, and all having heard identically the same testimony. Such disagreement is common also in all the affairs of life, between men who would appear to be equally competent to draw true conclusions from the given evidence. In nearly all cases submitted to experts in law courts, there is considerable latitude for the exercise of the judgment, and one's testimony is likely to be-largely influence*! by one's previous experience in such matters. The mere fact, therefore, that experts introduced on opposing sides in the trial of cases, should differ in their conclusions, is not necessarily an evidence of bias, or of incompetence, or of dishonesty. In fact they have come to the subject through consultation with the respective attorneys, and these have necessarily seen the problem from opposite points of view. Very naturally, therefore, the experts have been led to see the facts in different relations, and on the stand they may not easily free their minds                              If*
these preconceptions, however honestly they are disposed.
An Expert Counsel is one who has scientific nr teehniY.'tl attainments in the field in question and who is called in fr» aitl the attorneys in the case with his specialized knowledge. Such a person stands towards his principal in the relation of an attorney, or advocate, the same as the legal counsel, and is of necessity a partisan. He is employed to make the most possible out of his employer's case, and it is as legitimate a position for him to take as it is for the lawyer. Tn Kn^laml the greatest Civil Engineers have long acted in this rapacity in parliamentary legislation, .a kind of professional business almost unknown PI the United States.
A very large field for this sort of practice f«r en^inrrr^ r< the growing one of patent litigation. I fere engineer* ami nth.-r kinds of scientific and practical men beenine-"* a nrrr^tv fr>                       \
patent lawyers, who cannot he fully informed in all thr snlnYeS                       :
which come before them.
In general, an expert counsel slmuM not be pm njnu tht*                      **
witness^ stand in a court trial. He has ilrliberatelv a»vrp?i'd the position of a partisan, and be cammf affnn] t,,' appear at once as an advocate and as a disinterested infrrprrfrr nf assumed facts. If he undertakes the task ,.f an advocate, hr should refrain from acting also as an unbiased interpreter.'

